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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1. Background 
Poetry is a type of literature based on the interplay of words and rhytm. In 
poetry, words are strung together to form sounds, images, and ideas that might be too 
complex or abstract to describe directly. Poetry is probably the oldest form of 
literature, and probably predates the origin of writing itself. The oldest written 
manuscript are poems, mostly epic poems telling the stories of ancient mythology, 
this style of writing may have developed to help people memorize long chains of 
information in the days before writing. Rhytme and rhyme can make the text more 
memorable, and thus easier to preserve for culture that do not have a written 
language.  
Poetry is a type of literature based on the interplay of words and rhytm. It often 
employs rhyme and meter (a set of rules governing the number and arrangment of 
syllables in each line). In poetry, words are strung together to form sounds, images, 
and ideas that might be too complex or abstract to describe directly. Robert Frost 
(1867-1963). 
some poems are characterised by nonsense, the may not be completly opaque, 
but they are always absurd or unacceptable as language used for communicating. 
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Nonsense varies in range, it may involve entire texts or crucial parts of texts, but it 
always bears upon semiotic producing a paradigm that affects at least the matrix‟s 
succesive variants of any derivation from the model. For as soon as the reader 
becomes aware of the hypogram, an interpretation becomes possible perhaps not in a 
complete hermeneutik process, nonsense is its own sign because it adds a dimension 
to the retroactive reading, not only does the reader become capable of a structural 
reading, he become sensitised to the semiotic constant pointing to connotations rather 
than to denotations. Michael Riffaterre (1978:138-139) 
The researcher takes poetry as the object of the research. Poetry has not only 
rhytmical verse but also a simple form in depicting its wide meaning. These two 
characteristics differ poetry from other literary works prose and drama. Although the 
form of poetry is a simple one, it does not limit the interpretation of its meaning 
because the meaning is not treated as literal, but rather with its literary  devices. 
Poetry itself is something difficulty best-described because no single definition can 
match with other definition about poetry, very critic and poet has their own definition. 
However, the obvious thing is that poetry is a potrayal of the autor‟s possessions, 
wheter they are mind,feeling,emotion, or any others. 
Aaron pinnix is a graduate student of fordham university‟s english phD 
program. Originally of Alabama, formerly of montreal &maine, he now hangs his hat 
in NYC. As a writer who‟s fond of dystopias and magical realism, NYC is an ideal 
location for inspiration. His wring can be found in various places such as horse less 
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press‟s special issue on typewritten poetry, „cariiage return,‟ the journal „radical 
philosophy review, „the new quarterly,‟ and stolen island, and the last is 
“Autobiogrhapic, Thanatotic, Poetic” which win in American poets prize award 2017.  
This study will discuss about Riffaterre Theory of Aaron pinnix poetry in 
American poets prize award 2017 entitled Autobiogrhapic, Thanatotic, Poetic. The 
researcher is fascinated to analyze the poem of Aaron pinnix because, first Aaron 
pinnix is a open-minded poet which obsess with non-spaces and magic realism 
(science fiction, utopic and dystopic) the rare genre of literature in poetry bring him 
to win in the award in American poets prize award 2017, the second is Aaron 
graduate students of Fordham University, he also become instructor,Co-
Editor,Editorial board,diector,organizer and editorial board in Fordhan University 
since 2013, with all these background Aaron pinnix proving that literary works can 
not only be won by reliable poets but an academic which far from literature can 
produce a poetry that can be equated with a reliable poet. Therefore the researcher 
chooses “Analysis Riffaterre theory Autobiographic,Thanatotic,Poetic       by Aaron 
pinnix.”  
Autobographic, thanatotic, poetic is a short poem, 22 lines that tries to 
explain the author‟s view in the Manhattan universe. Aaron pinnix tried to desribe 
Manhattan by using the senses of sight and mind about the greatness of the universe 
that occured in Manhattan. In the Qur‟an, universe is also potrayed in surah Al 
lukman in the verse 10                                                .                                                                                             
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   خ  ق ل   تَٰ  وَٰ  م َّسلٱ   فِ َٰ  قَ
ر
ل
 
أ  و ۖا  ه ن رو  ر ت ٖد  ه  ع  
ريۡ غ ب  ضرۡ
 ر
لۡٱ  َّث ب  و رمُك ب  دي ه ت ن
 
أ   سَِٰ  و  ر
  و ن ا 
ر
لۡ  زى
 
أ  و ٖٖۚةَّبآ  د  
لُك و ن ا  هي ف  ٓءا  ه َّسلٱ  ٍمي ر
 
ك ٖج رو  ز  
لُك و ن ا  هي ف ا يرت بنۢ
 
أ ف ٗٓءا  ن١٠  
 He created the heavens without pillars as you see them, and put mountains upon the 
earth lest it might convulse with you, and He spread in it animals of every kind; and 
We sent down water from the cloud, then caused to grow therein (vegetation) of every 
noble kind. 
 This verse can be resemble to the poem, for both share the same idea. The 
resemblance of the world to play is depicted some aspect. It have same relation about 
how the depiction of the universe in this world in Aaron pinnix poem explains how 
Manhattan was at that time while in this verse also describes the depiction of the 
universe. 
1. Research Question 
The problem research is how is Magic Realism presented in  
“Autobiogrphic,Thanatotic,poetic and The Flashiest of by Aaron pinnix. 
 
2. Objective of  Research 
Based  in  the  problem study above , objective of this research  are to 
find Magic Realism in Aaron Pinnix “Autobiogrphic,Thanatotic,Poetic and The 
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Flashiest of  by Aaron pinnix”, using semiotics of Riffaterre view 
(heuristics,hermeneutics and hypogram)  
 
3. Significance of Research 
Related to the result of study the researcher is expected to enrich and 
expand  knowledge about theoretical  and practicall bases of literary studies. 
This research also gives information and opportunity for further analysis in 
similar subject. The researcher hope this study could be used as a references to 
similar studies. 
4. Scope of Research 
The scope of the study is  to analyse the instrinsic of the poetry, this 
study focussed on semiotic approach, the researcher analyze Magic Realism on 
poetry concerning to the heuristics and hermeneutic and hypogram. Researcher 
choose Aaron pinnix workship poetry to be the object of research entitle 
Autobiogrphic,Thanatotic,Poetic and The Flashiest of. The study used semiotic 
theory of Michael Riffatere. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
1. Previous studies. 
In this topic, researcher found several Michael Riffaterre semiotics studies in 
poetry. The first is Laily Magfuroh (2015), the second is Qurrota A'yunin (2016), 
and the last is Anisah Haidratul Hanifah (2016). 
The first thesis from Laily Magfuroh Poetic sign of love in robert frost’s 
poem. Laily Magfuroh used semiotics of Riffaterre, she used the poems as her 
object of the research. But writer focus in meaning of these poems, she used 
descriptive qualitative research which focuses on textual anaylisis, in her research, 
frost shows different sign of love which related to nature give the interpretation of 
love. In addition the six frost‟s poems analyze different kind of love, it also expand 
the reader‟s point of view about love.  
 The second is from Qurrota a‟yunin entitled Asceticsm in john donne’s 
selected poems. The writer analyze the data by used semiotic of Riffaterre and 
describe asceticism through John Donne‟s poems by qualitative literature method. In 
the result of her research the system of worship on John Donne‟s perspective is 
comparable with Sheikh Abdul Qodir Al-jailani, that comparable system of worship 
in acseticism is the devotee of god has to purify the heart from anything which leads 
to do the prohibition or bad thing from wordliness. Thus, the ascetic heart will be 
created ro sincerely receive god‟s destiny in blessing. 
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The last is Anisah Haidratul Hanifah. Reading the meaning of war in Natahlie 
Handals “war” a semiotics of poetry analysis. This research used qualitative research 
method of Riffaterre semiotics approach, the result of this research shows the 
significance of the poem is a war in palestine that happens  because a battle for the 
territory and it is already states the facts about palestine a long time ago with its 
verse, the verse of qur‟an also tells about the facts of the war itself, from the 
heuristics and hermeneutic reading, war by Nathalie Handal descibes about the war 
that happened in palestine and how the victims experienced the war. 
After reading three of related writing above, there are the similarities among 3 
of previous study and this research. First is they used poetry as their object of the 
research and the second is they used Michael Riffaterre theory to analyzed the poetry 
while the differences is they forward to found different aspects such as, Laily 
Magfuroh looking for the poetic sign in Robert Frost poems, Qurrota A‟yunin looking 
for Asceticsm in John donne‟s selected poems, and Anisa Haidratul Hanifa looking 
for the meaning of war by Natalie Handals. 
  Researcher considered this analysis will be focus on Qurrota a‟yunin entitled 
Asceticsm in john donne’s selected poems. The writer thinks that analysis of study in 
this poem include four phases to analyze the poem in those phases are finding 
indirection sign included displacing,distorting,and creating meaning, determining 
matrix, model and variant of the poem , reading heuristically and heurmeneutically 
and intertextually (relating the poem with another text). In this thesis the riset will not 
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using variant of the poem, and intertextually, but the researcher use a hypogram step 
in the last analysis of poetry. 
2.Some partinent ideas 
a.Semiotic 
 Semiotics rise from the scientific of the psychological symptoms induced by 
particular disease of physical states. It was hippocrates (460-377 B.C). The founder 
of western medical science, who estabilished semiotic as a branch of medicine for 
study of sympton, semiotic is concerned with meaning ; how representation, in the 
broad sense (language,image,object), semiotic analysis, in effect acknowledges the 
variable relationship we may have to representation and therefore images or objects 
is not understood as dynamic that is significance of images or objects is not 
understood as a one-way process from image or object to the individual but the 
result of complex inter-relationship between the individual the image or object and 
others factors such as culture and society. 
Semiotic by its shortest definition is the study of signs. The simplicity of the 
definition are complex and far-flung field of the study that crosses disciplines in the 
science and humanities. Semiotics originated in the work of two thinkers in the late 
19th century, the swiss linguist Ferdinand De Saussere (1857-1913) and the american 
philosopher Charles Sanders Pierce (1839-1914) developed their semiotic theories 
independently, an ocean apart, Saussere though of his semiology as a science that 
studies “the roles of sign as part of social life”. For pierce semotic was a formal 
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doctrine of signs, the word semiotic today is used to refer to both tradiitions, 
Chandler (2002:2). 
 Semiotic is the study of sign media literacy is largely about reading and 
understanding the signs that the media produce and manipulate. The media are 
engaged in signifying practices, “a kind of symbolic work” that gives meaning to 
things and communicates that meaning to someone else (hall 1997,14). Semiotic 
theory sets forth a model of how media text are constructed, of how signs are 
produced or selected and combined into messages, when we say that a medium has 
it‟s own “codes and conventions‟ a creative language with its own rules, we are 
talking about sign system, Kellnerand (2005:9). 
 
b. Poetry  
Poetry is a kind of verbal or written language that is structure rhytmically 
and is meant to tell a story, or express any kind of emotion, idea, or state of being. 
Poetry is use to archieve this artistic expression in several ways. Its contain form and 
patterns that poets follow in composition process of their work, poetry is a  kind of 
verbal or written language which is structured rhytmically and is meant to tell a story, 
or express any kind of emotion, idea, or state of being, doing so by estabilishing 
parallels between the statement and selected works of poetry. bernie ollila and joe 
jantas (2006:7). 
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c. Aaron Pinnix  
Aaron pinnix is a graduate student of fordham university‟s english phD 
program. Originally of Alabama, formerly of montreal &maine, he now hangs his hat 
in NYC. As a writer who‟s fond of dystopias and magical realism, NYC is an ideal 
location for inspiration. His wring can be found in various places such as horse less 
press‟s special issue on typewritten poetry, „cariiage return,‟ the journal „radical 
philosophy review, „the new quarterly,‟ and stolen island,‟. 
 Aaron pinnix educated as B.A double major in english and philosopy, 
University of alabama in hunstville, 2005. M.A english literature, double 
concentrations in “poetry & poetics” and “gender & literature, “ University of Maine, 
New york, 2013. As a commitee : Christoper GoGwilt (Director), julie kim, Elisabeth 
frost. Next is Take a dissertation: „Subaqueous poetics: exploring oceanic depths in 
modern and contemporary poetry. And the last is ph.D candidate, Department of 
english, Fordham University, New york, 2014-Present. 
 Aaron pinnix has published his masterpiece of poetry and had been awarden 
in Academy of  American poets prize, 2017. Aaron‟s work of poetry are “Southern 
Gothic” The new Quarterly issues 106 (spring 2008) 26-27. “Love Letters” The Blink 
Issue 1 (2009): 18. “A small Film” and “there‟sno treasure on this map”. Stolen island 
no. 2 (2013) : 144-149. “Icarus,” “Welcome to Earth, Poet!” and :The conclusion 
first.” [carriage return], Dancing Girl Press. 2014 : 8-10. The last and the winner of 
award is “Autobiogrhapic, Thanatotic, Poetic” and interview. Fordham Observer Vol. 
38, Issue 5 (March 30,2017): 11. 
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 Besides getting to winning the award in Academy of American poets prize 
2017 Aaron pinnix has also get another award for his work such as University of 
Maine Graduate Teaching Asistantship, 2011-2013. Fordham Graduate Assistantship, 
Fordham Graduate school of arts and sciences, 2014-2015. High Pass, phD 
Comprehensive Examination, Fordham Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, 2016. 
Highest grade awarded. Teaching Fellowship, Fordham graduate School of Arts and 
Sciences, 2016-2017. Steve Grady Competition for creative writers, First place 
graduate poetry division, University of Maine, jugded by Franklin Bruno, 2013. The 
frank and Helene Crohn Edna St. Vincent Millay Prize, National poetry Foundation. 
Judged by Rachel Blau DePlessis, 2013. Graduate Syllabus prize, Fordham English 
Department, 2017. Academy of American Poets Prize, 2017. 
d.Academy of American Poets Prize 
The Academy of American poets was created in 1934 in New York city by 
23-year-old marie bullock with a mission to “support American poets at all stages of 
their careers and to foster the appreciation of contemporary poetry.” In 1936, the 
Academy of american poets was officially incorporated as a nonprofit organization. 
Marie bullock was the president of the academy of american poets for the next half a 
century,she have received a Mayor‟s Award of Honor for Arts and culture and gold 
medal of the National institue of social science which distinguish service to the arts 
from the National institute of arts and letters. Since its earliest days, the academy of 
american poets has been guided by an honorary board of chancellors composed os 
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estabilished and award winning poets who serve as advisors to the organization and 
judge it largest prizes for poets.  
 Today the Academy of american poets is supported by the financial 
contibutions of more than 8,000 individuals members nationwide, and funding from 
private foundations, corporation and goverment sources such as the National 
Endowment for the arts, national Endowment for the Humanities, the New york state 
council on the arts, and the new york city department of cultural affairs. 
 
e.  Riffaterre‟s semiotic Approach 
In a literature study, an approach is the basic principle or the element that isus ed 
to analyze a work of literature.There are some approaches used in analyzing literary 
work,. But in this writing, the writer deals with Riffaterre‟s semiotic approach. 
A poem has language that is able to state some concept inderctly. That 
inderection sign is caused by an exist of displacing of meaning, distorting of meaning 
and creating of meaning. First displacing of meaning, according to riffaterre is 
occured when the sign shifts from one meaning to another, when one word “stand 
for” as happens with metaphor and metominy. What is mean by metaphor and 
metominy is a figure of speech which departures from logical usage that are aimed at 
gaining special effects. Second, distorting meaning is exist when there is ambiguity, 
contradiction, or nonsense, ambiguity is caused by the usage of words, phrase, or 
sentence which equivocal or ambiuous; it has more than one meaning. Contradiction 
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is caused by the usage of irony, paradox and antithesis. Afterward nonsense is the 
words which have no meaning, or the words which are not included in dictionary. The 
third is creating meaning. It exist when textual space serve as principle of 
organization for making sign out of linguistic items that may not be meaningful 
otherwise. Riffaterre (1978:2). 
Riffaterre‟s distinguish three stages of understanding a poetry or poem 
a. Displacing meaning,distoring meaning and creating meaning 
   the language of poetry is different from the common usage of daily 
language. The language of poetry is usually connotative which need a deeper 
contemplation and imagination, both in creating and understanding it, moreover, the 
language poetry is clearly related to in constantly eshtetic concept whih dicrate the 
process of creating and understanding poetry, displacing meaning happen when the 
sign shifts from one meaning to another, when one word stand for another as happen 
with metaphor and metominy. In poetry the term of metaphor and metonymy as the 
representative of figurative words could create level of meaning. Distorting meaning 
when there is  ambiguity,contradiction, or nonsense. Ambiguity means that a word or 
sentence may have two or more different meaning, ambiguity is not only frustating 
but also indicating an ingredient of literarines. As the characteristic of literary 
language, each word could create various meaning in the process of interpretation, 
contradiction relates to units of meaning, when the meanings contradict with the real 
or normative meaning. Nonsense means that the words have no meaning logistically. 
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Creating meaning happen when textual space serve as a pricipal of organization for 
maiking signs out of linguistic items that may not be meaningful otherwise for 
instance,symmetry,rhyme, or semantic equivalence between positional homologues in 
a stanza. Homologues means that all the sign out of linguistic creating a meaning out 
of linguistic meaning, symmery, rhyme, or even punctuation mark may have a deeper 
or wider meaning than a sentence. 
 
b.  Heuristics and hermeneutic 
        In the initial or heuristic reading, reade comprehend linguistic signs in 
primarily referintial fashion, assuming that the poem is a representation of an action 
or statement about an object or situation, a poet can , for example, express his 
feelings when hearing about the sudden death of a friend or family member. He can 
describe to the reader the situation in which he found himself and the difficulities. 
Heuristic reading is also where the first interpretation take place, since it is 
during this reading that meaning is apprehended. As the first stage of reading, 
heuristic dicrates the readers in understanding the existence of linguistic sign. It 
includes the assumption that language referential: a poem stand in the stages of 
mimesis (a representation of an action or a statement about object and situation). In 
poem, the first stage of reading goes on from beginning to the end of the text, from 
top up bottom of the page, and follows the syntacmatic unfolding. Riffaterre (1978,5). 
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Hermeneutic or retroactive reading is the second stage of interpretation. As a 
higher system, hermeneutic is a guideline from mimesis to semiosis. It focuses on the 
transformasion of sign which appear to reach the complete arrangement of semiotic 
system. Riffaterre explains that throug hermeneutic the readers become conscius of 
thei own interpreting, even the text seems obscure and ambiguos. Riffaterre (1983,7). 
As the progress through the texts, the reader members what he has just read and 
modifies his understanding of it in the light of what lie is now decoding, as he works 
forward from start to finish, he is reveiwing,revising,comparing backwards. He is in 
effect performing a structural decoding, as he moves through the text he comes to 
recgonize, by dint a comparisson or simply because he is now able to put them 
together, that successive and different statements, first noticed as mere 
ungrammaticalities, are in fact equivalent, for they now appear as variants of the same 
structural matrix. Riffaterre (1978.6). 
As the conclusion, through these these two stages of reading, the readers deal 
with interpretation in the level of first and second formal interpretation where the 
reader experience dual sign. There is a process of comprehending the core meaning of 
the poetry by the reader through the level of decoding signs in heuristic and in the 
level of hermeneutic. It started from the first level where interpretation based on the 
emergences of words which may carry more than one meaning or dual signs. 
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c. Hypogram 
       The concept of hypogramatic reading was coined by riffaterre in his book. 
Hypogramatic reading is a reading which involves the propositional structure of the 
matrix of a text. The matrix itself “has an intertextual phrase-which the reader must 
discover-capable of generating one more other texts. On the level of the whole text, 
this “intertext” plays the role of the object sign, relative to the subject sign of the 
matricial phrase of the primary text‟. 
Riffaterre splits the hypogram in two types first is the potential hypogram and 
second actual hypogrames, the potential hipogram is a deep-looking hypogram works 
of literature, all forms of implications of the meaning of language that has been 
understood from a literary work. This can be a presupposition a description system 
and the connotation meaning contained in literary work, form of implication it is not 
in the dictionary but already in our own minds, the actual hypogram us a text link 
with an existing text earlier (Riffatere, 1978 :23). Riffaterre‟s semiotic analysis is an 
analysis of the meaning of poetry with pay attention to the character of the poem and 
through the work step is reading. 
In this research, researcher focused on 2 stages to analyzed the poems 
Autobiography,Thanatotic,Poetic and The Flashiest of they are reading heuristic and 
hermeneutically and Hypogram. 
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Autobiogrhapic,Thanatotic,Poetic 
Imagining satellites‟ vision 
I see them passing 
Even in city when at sunset 
Light reflects off their metal shells, 
Shine briefly flare 
Then disappear   
A palimpsest of images overlap 
At night in manhattan 
Trees appear against 
Purple lit full moon 
Like fingers in trees 
The lungs of genetic memories 
Each in subtle ways 
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The flashiest of 
When a man loves a locomotive 
Any relation are purely arbitrary 
Standing stop a vault with New England sky shot 
Through with maroon foretold of by howe 
The crows swoop down and land in field fresh tilled 
Any cemetary is the most fabulous pastoral in the world 
Pick one and you‟ve arrived 
High-fiving the outstreched 
Livind hand and concerned consider 
Austere occasions of transcendes as brain plaque 
It‟s gimme more and gimme now 
Which crows knows and finding a red worm slurp down 
To fuel the circle around. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
1. Research Method 
The Researcher chose semiotic approach and refers to michael Riffaterre 
Theory‟s to analysis the winner of American poets prize award 2017, 
Autobiogrhapic,Thanatotic,Poetic and The Flashiest of by Aaron pinnix”. The 
method of this research is descriptive qualitative method, qualitative research 
methode is largely inductive, with the inquirer generating meaning from the data 
collected in the field, this method could be employed if the researcher is not certain 
of which variable to control. Cresweel (2003).  
2. Source of data 
The source data of this research took from Aaron pinnix poetry 
Autobiogrhapic,Thanatotic,Poetic and The Flashiest of which has win in American 
poets prize award 2017. 
3. Procudure of Data Collecting 
The procedure of data collection in this research was the researcher made 
the procedure of data collecting for this research, namely: 
1.The researcher read the poetry comprehensively 
2. The researcher noted and collected the supporting data in poetry by      
using underlines. 
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4. Technic of Data Analysis 
Data analysis is accomplished after the data is obtained and clariffied as its 
criteria. The researcher gets the data (qualitative data) from some sources. They are 
subject of the study (student, teachers, vice of head master and the head master). 
And documentation like books, archives, notes and other in which the  researches 
can read and learn something that has relation with research data. Data is “the 
result of recording the researcher, either in the form of facts or figures” Next the 
researcher will interpret the poem by using Riffaterre‟s theory of semiotics. The 
first  phases is  analyzing poetry of Aaron pinnix entitle 
“Autobiogrhapic,Thanatotic,Poetic and The Flashiest of analyzing the poetry using 
heuristic and hermeneutic reading,  and  determining hypogramin  Aaron pinnix 
poetry entitle “Autobiogrhapic,Thanatotic,Poetic”.  
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDING AND DISCUSSIOON 
A. FINDING 
In data analysis chapter, the researcher would like to answer the problem of 
study. The researcher tries to anaysis Aaron pinnix poetry entitle 
“Autobiography,Thanatotic,Poetic” and “The flashiest of”. This chapter divided 
into two sub chapter of reading in Riffaterre’s Semiotics of Poetry, they are 
heuristic and hermeneutic reading and one sub chapter about hypogram. 
1. Heristic reading of Autobiography,Thanatotic,Poetic and The flashiest of  
Autobiogrhapic,Thanatotic,Poetic Autobiogrhapic,Thanatotic,Poetic 
Imagining satellites’ vision  Imagining satellites vision  
I see them passing   I see them (satellites) passing 
Even in city when at sunset  even in city when at sunset 
Light reflects off their metal shells, light reflects off their (satellites) metal 
shells 
Shine briefly flare   shine briefly flare 
Then disappear      then disappear 
A palimpsest of images overlap  a palimpsest of images overlap 
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At night in Manhattan   at night in Manhattan 
Trees appear against   trees appear against 
Purple lit full moon   purple lit (light) full moon 
Like fingers in trees   like finger in trees 
The lungs of genetic memories  the lungs of genetic memories 
Each in subtle ways   each in subtle ways 
 
The flashiest of    The flashiest of    
When a man loves a locomotive  when a man loves locomotive 
Any relation are purely arbitrary any relation are purely arbitrary 
Standing stop a vault with   standing stop a vault with 
New England sky shot   New England sky shot 
Through with maroon foretold of  through with maroon foretold of  
by howe     by howe (sure name of an oracle ) 
The crows swoop down    the crows swoop down 
and land in  field fresh tilled  and land in field fresh tilled 
Any cemetary is the most   any cemetary is the most 
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fabulous pastoral in the world  fabulous pastoral in the world 
Pick one and you’ve arrived  pick one and you have arrived 
High-fiving the outstreched  high-fiving the outstreched 
Livind hand and concerned consider living hand and concerned consider 
Austere occasions of transcendes austere occasion of transcendes 
 as brain plaque    as brain plaque 
It’s gimme more and gimme now  it is give me more and give me now 
Which crows knows and finding   which crows knows and finding 
a red worm slurp down   a red worm slurp down 
To fuel the circle around.   To fuel the circle around. 
 
2. Hermeneutic reading of Autobiography,Thanatotic,Poetic and The flashiest of
  
Autobiography,thanatotic,poetic is the first poetry which is analyze by the 
researcher. This poem consist 13 lines, researcher analyzed this poetry for each line. 
 Imagining satellites’ vision 
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        This poem start by using figurative word imagery to emphasize the readers mind 
to stargazing satellite visual, based on read-write-think journal figurative language is 
a tool that an author uses to help readers visualize what is happening in the story  
  I see them passing 
        This line explain he has to see satellites passing, „them‟ its refers to satellites 
because in previous line it have mentioning satellites before. But if we using a 
rational value to understand this line, it‟s opposite with rationality because we cannot 
see satellites without telescope or tools to see who state in out of earth. 
 Even in city when at sunset 
        The researcher find that he could see satellites even in sunset time, this line hit 
reality stating that satellites obviously could appear in sky at afternoon without using 
necessarily tools  but only imagine. 
  Light reflects off their metal shells 
        This line trying to figure it out how a satellites looks like when a shine or a light 
could make a reflection into their metal shells, writer describing clearly without sight 
but imagine. 
 Shine briefly flare 
       Same as line number 4 the writer yet describing how the satellites view when 
passing in the city when shine reflect it signal light in short-range. 
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 Then disappear 
        This line still continuing describe satellites image, when shine hit metal shell of 
satellite then create flare who shortly gone. 
 A palimpsest of images overlap 
       Number 7 line writer using imagery figurative language as a representative of his 
sight while seeing a view. He seeing a view that have similarity with palimpsest 
overlap. 
 At night in manhattan 
       This line still continuing in previous line, and stating a time and place when 
previous line happen. 
 Trees appear against 
       Writer describing this line showing how visual of satellites looks like when it 
passing above city. 
 purple lit full moon 
Writer drawing a visual how moon surface when satellite coming, while full 
moon that time has purple color  
 like finger in trees 
The light of the color purple seems like finger in trees 
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. the lungs genetic memories 
Based on psychologist research genetic memories is a memory present at birth 
that exist in the absence of sensory experience and is incorporated into the genome 
over long spans of time, it could mean genetic memories here is a vision of universe 
that the ancestor and people these days have similar feeling when look at phenomena 
although they have different genetic blood but people could feel same sense or visual 
into this sight. 
 each in subtle ways 
This line still relate with line number 12 every person in this world have their 
own genetic memories, it will appear and sense depend on their ways but sometimes 
most of them don‟t show clearly. 
The flashiest of is the second poetry which is analyze by researcher. This poem 
consist 13 lines. 
 When a man loves a locomotive 
This line actually start by mentioning a man that loves a locomotive  
Any relation are purely arbitrary 
This sentence continuing line 1 which has mean his surroundings and people 
become temporarily. 
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 Standing stop a vault with New England sky shot 
This statement define the man is standing in the front of locomotive seems like 
trying to stop the thing but actually he just enjoy and see the scene of sky in England. 
 Through with maroon foretold of by howe 
This line attempt to how the howe (some-oracle who having a howe surname) 
predict in maroon foretold. 
 The crows swoop down and land in  field fresh tilled 
The how by seeing bunch of crows who fly above husbandry ground and landing 
on there. 
 Any cemetary is the most fabulous pastoral in the world 
is not containing in living life, the author write down with motive to show that he 
basically like cemetary and another thing who relate with that 
Pick one and you’ve arrived 
This line have relate to line 5 while “you” in this line mean the crows choose 
land that they want to land on. 
High-fiving the outstreched 
Line 8 appears meaning as a congratulations or might be celebrate  
 Livind hand and concerned consider 
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Hands express our interiority hand speak of us, hands express our real life, the 
way by which our minds comes into contact with reality of the world and make 
us understand a lot of our past, hand are the exit point where the subject realized 
his intentions building so its history and its identity. 
 
 Austere occasions of transcendes as brain plaque 
This line mean sometimes when people passing hard occasion (based on the 
oxford learner dictionary austere is relate with way of life the austerities of 
wartime Europe or someone who are poor or troubled in war age). Unrealistic 
occasion on austere people sometimes becomes a wall in memory of a person or 
an event. 
 It’s gimme more and gimme now 
It‟s here refers to sentence in line 10 and means its giving him more (addicted) 
and giving him now  
 Which crows knows and finding a red worm slurp down 
This line actually continuing line 5, the crows that fly in the field know where 
the red worm place and slurp it down as their meal. 
 To fuel the circle around. 
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Fuel refer to make worse something or situation, this line means the fresh 
field will worse causes by crows that digging and make ground mess ad ruined. 
3.Hypogram/intertextuality 
  The content of “Autobiography,Thanatotic,Poetic” is based from his 
surrounding, Aaron who loving much nature and non-space place invent the 
innovation when he walk arounded in New York City USA, from THE COMMA 
magazine Fordham observer pinnix state that he finds his fodder from all aspect of 
nature, from rats on the subway to the greenery in Inwood park, it was a walk through 
this park after sunset, a daily occurrence of pinnix that inspire his award winning 
poem, but actually there is several poems that contain several similar with this poem 
such as satellite convulsion by Ben doller, “the moon tidally tugs on it. The moon is a 
satellite in a fit of paroxysm. One minute past, I emptied an aluminum can” this line 
ben combine the surrealist and fact idea into the poetry. It‟s apparently similar in line 
10-12 “Trees appear against, Purple lit full moon, and like fingers in trees. 
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 The flashiest of apparently create based from this picture 
 
 
 This picture originally from General American silent comedy film, released 
in 1927, starring and directed by comedian Buster Keaton, and cited by many film 
historians as one of the greatest American movies. It is set during the American Civil 
War (1861–65) and highlights the theme of personal redemption, Keaton played 
Johnny Gray, the engineer of the steam engine The General, who is mistaken for a 
coward when he is rejected for service in the Confederate Army because he is too 
valuable to the South as a railway engineer. Fate affords him the opportunity to prove 
his courage when he engages in a fanatical one-man chase to recover the train after it 
is stolen by Union spies. The General is an ambitious film that combines historical 
fact, outlandish stunts, acts of heroism, and an inventive story line. The plot was 
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inspired by a real incident, though the “Keaton touch” adds some of the most 
memorable stunt work and sight gags the cinema has ever seen. With the advent of 
the sound era, Keaton was relegated to obscurity before being rediscovered 
by Hollywood and film lovers in the last years of his life. A new generation has come 
to appreciate his classic works, of which The General remains his crowning 
achievement. 
 
B. DISCUSSION  
      After analyzing two poetry of Aaron pinnix, based on result findings the data 
has justified the theory and answering semiotic analysis in 
autobiography,thanatotic,poetic, poetry and the flashiest of in the research question. 
The findings of the data showed how to read heuristic and hermeneutically toward the 
poetry and intertextuality. Researcher identifying 2 poetry of Aaron Pinnix has magic 
realism genre into that poetry based on IJELR journal The term „magic realism‟ is 
extensively refers to the style of writing or technique which includes magical as well 
as supernatural events narrated realistically without any doubt about improbability of 
the events. It questions the nature of reality and draws attention to the act of creation 
by using a new combination of fact and fancy. The term „magical realism‟ (Magischer 
Realismus) had its first use in 1925 in German art critic Franz Roh‟s attempt to define 
a return to a more realistic style after the abstraction of Expressionism. 
Autobiography, Thanatotic, Poetic poetry use to describe looks and process when he 
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saw a satellite passing in Manhattan sky,  writer illustrate the view through his eyes 
with imagination. Aaron combine the sight, his imagination and the phenomena by 
using figurative language to representative the condition, this statement could support 
in sentence “a palimpsest of images overlap, like finger in trees, the lung genetic 
memories” based on psychologist research genetic memories is a memory present at 
birth that exist in the absence of sensory experience and is incorporated into the 
genome over long spans of time, it could mean genetic memories here is a vision of 
universe that the ancestor and people these days have similar feeling when look at 
phenomena although they have different genetic blood but people could feel same 
sense or visual into this sight. The whole meaning of this poetry is Aaron aiming to 
expose satellite visual by using imaginary, in reality we cannot look up to the satellite 
without using a telescope it could be impossible to see it just do it by eyes, Aaron 
trying to make  a nonsense condition into possible way to feel by using magic-realism 
into his poetry. Satellite is real thing but we could see it obviously like pigeon passing 
above us with a little touch magic and imaginary vision  same as Aaron pinnix has 
describing into his poetry. Autobiography,thanatotic,poetic combine the imaginary 
through the reality aspect which Aaron describing how satellite looks like if we could 
see it beyond impossibilities, in literature to make an art looks incredible real, most of 
author or creature apply Magic-realism to make the impossibilities become possible,   
The flashiest of do not clear as much as poetry before, After analyzing for each 
line of this poem its conclude “when a man loves locomotive any relation are purely 
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arbitrary” from these sentence Aaron define a man interaction who like locomotive 
into his surroundings and people become temporarily, this is because a man/person 
who work or traveling by locomotive  definitely have long journey, passing different 
state or places and find another site as long as where locomotive take him away, so 
line 1-2 in this poem are telling about statement the man who love locomotive or train 
have different relation or could be have many relation in every state/place he ever 
visit.  In line 3-4 “standing stop a vault with new England sky shot” this statement 
define the man is standing in the front of locomotive seems like trying to stop the 
thing but actually he just enjoy and see the scene of sky in England “through with 
maroon foretold of by howe” this line attempt to how the howe (some-oracle who 
having a howe surname) predict in maroon foretold by seeing bunch of crows who fly 
above husbandry ground and landing on there in line 5. Line 6-11 describing about 
life and the perspective value in reader‟s mind while “any cemetary is the most 
fabulous pastoral in the world” is not containing in living life, the author write down 
with motive to show that he basically like cemetary and another thing who relate with 
that, he put a non-space statement that show this poetry become a magic-realism 
genre while in line 7-9 he adding his perspective toward  this context. In last line the 
poem is end with crows find the red worm in the husbandry ground and “to fuel the 
circle around” mean to make the ground ready to plant. As the result this poem telling 
us about occasion that happen in 1800‟s when American civil war begun it show that 
the locomotive had been operated for the first time and the man who work that day 
was amuse with the landscape of view while train has running and the author mix it 
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among his perspective, magic-realism genre and background of this poetry. this 
poetry bring us to time when the first locomotive had begun operated although there 
are several line who do not match  with the others in line  
Any cemetary is the most fabulous pastoral in the world 
Pick one and you‟ve arrived 
High-fiving the outstreched 
Livind hand and concerned consider 
Austere occasions of transcendes as brain plaque 
It‟s gimme more and gimme now 
These lines, Aaron put state the magical non -space in line 6 who relating with magic-
realism genre and pouring his perspective in that movie in line 7-10. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
1. Conclusion 
     After analyzing and discussing in chapter IV, researcher is summarizing to 
understand a poem, reading deeply and carefully are need to get the real meaning of  
a poetry, there are 2 stage to could apply that bring by Michael Riffaterre, first stage 
is reading heuristic and hermeneutic second is find the intertextuality from the poetry, 
autobiography,thanatotic,poetic and the flashiest of  are poetry of Aaron pinnix who 
consist magic-realism genre when reality and myth, fiction, and surrealist become one 
way, first poetry autobiography,thanatotic,poetic are describing how the satellite 
looks like, but in reality we couldn‟t see it clearly without tools. people cannot see 
how the satellite looks like while it pass above us. Using magic-realism making a 
nonsense thing become common we do not need necessity tools to feel it, you only 
need your mind and see how it works. Whereas the flashiest of  does not obvious as 
much as autobiography,thanatotic,poetic this poetry literally is describing about the 
iconic image from The General movie in 1926 Aaron trying to combine among the 
magic-realism, the background of the picture and his perspective toward this movie. 
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2. Suggestion 
 Through this research, researcher expect this study could be become one of 
considerable contribution inspire in literary who relate with similar analysis in poetry 
especially in Magic-realism genre and use semiotic of Michael Riffaterre,  
Either this study need more critics and suggest to make it perfect in another research 
so researcher requires it from all of the reader. 
Last is researcher hope this study have big contribution and broad 
advantageous to literacy study and for the reader who want to know more about 
semiotic analysis poem and magi-realism genre. 
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